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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper examines methods by which multimedia teaching objects (MTOs) can be effectively 
used in a finance course to enhance the learning experience. The multimedia objects used 
include video clips, interactive graphic objects, interactive picture displays, animation and 
customized spreadsheets. A variety of MTOs are available on websites such as YouTube, 
MERLOT, The Wall Street Journal and the New York Times. Using MTOs enhances the visual 
learning component of the course and the use of interactive graphics provides a learning by 
doing experience.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Because students have different learning styles, presenting the material to them in 
different ways and involving them in a variety of different activities enhances the learning 
process. Using multimedia teaching objects in the classroom is a way of accomplishing this. The 
following is a discussion of some of the various multimedia teaching objects available through 
the internet and how they can be used in a finance course.  

 
DYNAMIC YIELD CURVE 

 
  The interactive chart of the dynamic yield curve (Appendix A) can be used to illustrate 
the predictive ability of the yield curve. The cursor can be used to move a vertical line to any 
position on the chart of the S&P 500 and this causes the yield curve corresponding to that date to 
be displayed on the left hand side. Text in the lower right corner of the yield curve chart 
indicates whether the curve is normal, flat or inverted. By moving the vertical line to various 
positions students can be shown some evidence of the ability of this tool to predict a recession or 
economic expansion. In Appendix A the vertical line is positioned at the end of 2006 showing 
that the yield curve is inverted at this point. This, perhaps, provided some warning of the stock 
market crash that occurred in 2008. When the animate feature is used, the vertical positioning 
line moves automatically from the beginning to the end of the time period.   
 

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW 
 

The website www.bplans.com provides a discounted cash flow calculator (Appendix B). The 
calculator is useful in illustrating the principles of the time value of money. It allows the user to 
set the initial investment amount (present value), the final value of the investment (future value), 
the time period of the investment and the required rate of return. A bar graph shows the initial 
investment, the final value of the investment and the Net Present Value (NPV). The actual dollar 
amount of the NPV and the internal rate of return are the outputs of this process. The required 

http://www.bplans.com/


rate of return is shown on a sliding scale and can be adjusted by dragging it to a different point 
on the sliding scale. As changes are made, the bars change height. Students are able to observe 
how changes in the input variables affect the NPV and the IRR. 
 

VIDEO INTERVIEWS 
 

YouTube has a CBS video showing an interview with Dennis Kozlowski the former CEO 
of Tyco International after he was sentenced to prison. This could be used in conjunction with a 
chapter on Corporate Governance. The video shows the lavish lifestyle of Mr. Kozlowski and the 
$2 million birthday party he gave for his wife. It provides a dramatic illustration of the misuse of 
corporate funds.  
 

In the recent financial crisis the chairman of the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke played a 
critical role in using the powers of the Federal Reserve to prevent a collapse of the financial 
system and to restore stability to the financial markets. The CBS program 60 minutes has a video 
in which Mr. Bernanke explains the causes of the crisis. YouTube has a similar video in which 
Professor Jeremy Siegel of the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania gives his view 
of the financial crisis. The picture quality of videos varies substantially from one site to another. 
If the picture size is too small or the picture quality is too low students will lose attention in 
class. Some sites offer full screen capabilities and others do not. Some videos are preceded by an 
advertisement which cannot be skipped.   
 

CNBC has an extensive collection of CEO interview videos. This would be appropriate 
for an MBA course in financial management as the students prepare to interact with or become 
decision makers in the company. In addition, students observe how CEOs apply business 
concepts to the issues they face in their companies.  

 
MERLOT WEBSITE 

  
The MERLOT (Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online Teaching) 

website (Appendix C) has a collection of MTOs that relate to Business. An example of this is 
narrated PowerPoint slides. However, some of these PowerPoint slides specifically require the 
use of Real player. Students are frequently lacking the mathematical background necessary for 
the finance courses. MERLOT has a link to an interactive Mathematics Tutorial which could 
give students the necessary mathematical background. Minicases might be useful to illustrate the 
application of business theories. MERLOT has links to 85 minicases including 9 finance 
minicases. 

 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS 

 
The Wall Street Journal (Appendix D) has a listing of the interactive features that have 

appeared in the journal for the past few years. The objects are arranged by field of interest. For 
example, an interactive map of the U.S. is used to determine whether home prices are stabilizing. 
Various major cities throughout the U.S. are displayed. Alongside each city is a small triangle 
and the color of this triangle reveals the extent of the average price decline in a particular city. 
As the cursor is moved over a specific city, the average home price changes for that city are 



displayed in a smaller graph in the bottom left corner. The smaller graph compares changes in 
housing prices in the selected city with a 20 city composite. Another object from the Wall Street 
Journal shows changes in the real gross domestic product with shaded areas to indicate periods 
of recession. The user has the option to overlay the graph with other data series such as industrial 
production and real personal income. This graph could be used to illustrate the concept of 
leading and lagging indicators.  
 

THE NEW YORK TIMES INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS  
 

The New York Times (Appendix E) has an interactive graphic object which shows the 
timeline of events during the financial crisis. The timeline consists of a series of bars in the upper 
portion of the graphic. As you roll the cursor over the blue bar, it changes color to red. 
Simultaneously, a graphic appears illustrating what happened on that day. This could be a graph 
showing the impact of the initial bailout package on the national debt, a picture of the frustration 
of the Wall Street traders as the DJIA declined dramatically or a video of President Obama 
announcing his plans to deal with the financial crisis. In a class on financial markets a quick 
synopsis of the events of the crisis prepares them to study the topic of the regulation of financial 
institutions. 
 

The New York Times (Appendix F) has an interactive graphic that illustrates the effects 
of inflation. Titled “All of Inflation’s Little Parts”, this graphic shows all the components of an 
average consumers spending in the form of a modified pie chart which looks somewhat like a 
stained glass window. The colors of each piece of the pie chart reflect the annual change in that 
component of spending by the average consumer. By rolling the cursor over each individual 
piece, the rise in the price of that component of consumer spending over the previous year is 
displayed in a text box immediately below the item. Students find it difficult to understand the 
concept of the time value of money and frequently assume that the purchasing power of a dollar 
remains constant over time. Thus they will add cash flow received in different years to find the 
present value of these cash flows. This graphic would help to reinforce the concept of the loss of 
purchasing power of the dollar over time due to inflation. 

 
The New York Times has a graph (Appendix G) that dramatically illustrates the rise in 

home prices since 1987. The steep upward slope of this graph gives some credibility to the idea 
that the housing market is a bubble. The graph shows that in 2005 Robert Shiller published the 
second edition of Irrational Exuberance in which he argued that the housing market was a 
bubble.  
  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

 A wide variety of Multimedia Teaching Objects are available at various websites. Links 
to these MTOs can be embedded in PowerPoint slides or added as resources in Course 
Management Systems. The MTOs can be used in the classroom and/or links given to students to 
investigate on their own time.  They can be used as the starting point of a discussion in which 
students are asked to explain parts of an interactive graphic. A drawback is that the website 
owner may remove the object at any time. Careful thought has to be given to how the MTO fits 
in to the course material and how it can be used to enhance the concepts taught in the course. The 



appropriate use of MTOs can dramatically enhance the learning experience through providing a 
change of pace, the visual depiction of abstract concepts, the use of real-life events and the 
hands-on activities associated with interactive graphic objects. Using MTOs in the classroom has 
the potential to make the lectures more enjoyable, helps to get the concepts across to those 
learners that are visually oriented or learn by doing and brings students into a discussion of the 
issues raised. 
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